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and Wen Huang1,6,*

SUMMARY

A planar microwave array device with complex electromagnetic functional recon-
figurability is demonstrated by means of phase transition film VO2 to manipulate
the electromagnetic distribution. Based on planar patch architecture, the micro-
wave device can switch between antenna array and cascaded filter functions.
Furthermore, hybrid EM functions such as cascaded antenna arrays and filters
are enabled, themselves with further reconfigurability. Therefore, a single design
realizes many mono and hybrid antenna and filter functions, which are deter-
mined by the order of the array. For simplicity of demonstration, a 23 2 array de-
vice working at three reconfigurable center frequency points of 3.1, 3.7, and 4.4
GHz, fully compatible with standard planar CMOS processing. A comprehensive
designmethod is proposed to meet the design requirements of a patch-based an-
tenna array and cascaded filter. Based on the functionally reconfigurable micro-
wave device, the front-end circuit could be recombined to suitable for multifunc-
tional microwave systems.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, with the rapid development of multi-network integration (Li et al., 2021), multi-purpose

wireless terminals (Sui and Wu, 2018), and multifunctional sensing functions (Cai et al., 2021), multifunc-

tional circuits are beginning to demonstrate value in reducing the cost and complexity of electronic sys-

tems (Cheng et al., 2018; Sim et al., 2019). High integration is one of the development trends of devices

(Huang et al., 2018; Sang et al., 2019; Huang et al., 2020; Luo et al., 2021). Functionally reconfigurable de-

vices and circuits are designed to switch between individual functions according to the immediate demand

of the application, supporting use by customers seeking a single component to fulfill a diverse range of

roles across a diverse application space (Pan et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2022). Functional reconfigurability

extends beyond mere tunability, as the basic mode of operation of a functionally reconfigurable device

can switch between modes with characteristically different behavior, and the available modes of operation

can be configured for use individually or concurrently. Conventional microwave links and systems consist of

stand-alone microwave devices. The functions of these conventional microwave devices are immutable,

meaning that an existing microwave link cannot be significantly modified to meet a different application

scenario. According to the dynamic application requirements presented to a system, the microwave link

was refactored by adjusting the function of the microwave device. This principle both greatly increases

the reusability of the microwave system, and reduces the quantity of separate systems required as one

FRMAD can substitute many others. This aspect reduces both the fixed infrastructure and recurring oper-

ational maintenance costs of an implemented microwave system. In addition to reducing development

costs via a flexible platform, functionally reconfigurable circuits also reduce the development time of a

given electronic system by reducing the number of discrete components requiring qualification prior to

end-use.

Reconfigurability of digital circuitry is presently realized with field-programmable gate arrays (FPGA) in a

general and scalable form. Similarly, functionally reconfigurable microwave passive devices can generally

exhibit behavior resembling, either alone or jointly, a reconfigurable antenna, a reconfigurable filter, or a

reconfigurable splitter. However, replicating reconfigurability in the sense of an FPGA is difficult in the mi-

crowave frequency domain because in addition to guiding the steady state flow of a signal like an FPGA,

the time-varying electromagnetic (EM) field on a high-frequency device needs to be redistributed in space

on demand for impedance matching and EM coupling purposes. Current studies of reconfigurable
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microwave passive devices largely focus on the reconfigurability of a specific performance metric, such as

frequency reconfigurability (Yang et al., 2020; Sumana et al., 2021; Chen and Chu, 2016), bandwidth recon-

figurability (Maragheh et al., 2019; Song et al., 2019), polarization reconfiguration (Anantha et al., 2017; Li

et al., 2020), radiation pattern reconfigurability (Prakash et al., 2021; Zainarry et al., 2018; Boukarkar et al.,

2018), etc., while functional reconfiguration is seldom reported.

Our recent work took a further step to demonstrate a planar three-in-one(antenna-filter-splitter) function-

ally reconfigurable microwave device with different design methodology showing more rigorous design

flow and better antenna performance. VO2 phase transition thin film segments were utilized not only for

current switching but also for impedance matching (Sang et al., 2020). Before the phase transition, the

VO2 crystal lattice is in the monoclinic crystal phase, characterized by a low electrical conductivity of

�103 S/m (referred to as the ‘‘Low’’ state in this paper). When heated over 68�C, the VO2 crystal lattice tran-

sitions to the tetragonal crystal phase, characterized by a relatively high electrical conductivity of�106 S/m

(referred to as the ‘‘High’’ state in this paper). Transitions between these states can occur over a few dozens

of nanoseconds controlled by temperature (Sang et al., 2020). The microwave performance of VO2 for re-

configurable microwave planar devices was validated in the reference (Sang et al., 2020), along with a sin-

gle-resonance element made of Cu and VO2 thin film, called the basic building block (BBB).

The performance capabilities of a functionally reconfigurable microwave device with only one BBB do not

reach the limits of or take full advantage of the BBB. By introducing the BBB array, it can be imaged that

there will be significant expansion of performance capabilities. Firstly, antenna arrays and higher order fil-

ters are naturally realized based on this new device architecture, which enables much more complex func-

tional reconfigurability, such as the tunability of antenna beam scanning and filter metrics, etc. Secondly,

hybrid functionality is enabled in one device, meaning that a subset of the array elements is allocated to

perform one function while the rest perform another function. Summarized from previous work, compre-

hensive design is necessary to balance the performance of the filter and antenna functions to obtain the

best collective performance. Following, it can be inferred that more complicated design methods need

to be studied for array-based microwave devices. With an elaboration of the design method, processing

flow, and experimental results, a functionally reconfigurable microwave array device (FRMAD) with the

above-mentioned advanced performance was demonstrated in this work.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Electrothermal characteristics of VO2

The VO2 phase transition was measured to abruptly occur when the temperature surpassed 68�C (Lee et al.,

2018; Wu et al., 2018). The hysteresis loop of the D.C. electrical conductivity of the sputtered VO2 on the

sapphire substrate is measured and summarized in Figure 1A, which shows suddenly phase transition at

temperature of 66�C when heating up, and relatively slow phase transition starting from temperature of

80�C to 60�C when cooling down.

The D.C. electrical conductivity obtains over 103 magnitudes from 3000 S/m to 3 3 106 S/m. The D.C. elec-

trical conductivity simultaneously increased by over 3 orders of magnitude from �0.95 3 103 S/m to

�1.13 3 106 S/m as shown in Figure 1B. The inserted table shows the measured DC electrical conductivity

of the VO2 thin film and the inserted photograph is an optical image of the microstrip line sample used for

the S-parameters testing.

Figures 1C and 1D exhibit the influence of process temperatures and gas flow ratio on the phase transfor-

mation properties of VO2, respectively. VO2 devices were made for testing at different process tempera-

tures; voltages were applied to both ends of the device heats up VO2 to produce phase transition.

When the process temperature is higher, the change of the conductivity of VO2 is more obvious due to

the degree of crystallization will be greatly improved and the flow ratio of argon and oxygen also has a

great effect. The specific experimental work can be referred to the supplemental information.

Designmethod of thermal and electrical properties of VO2 in reconfigurablemicrowave array

device

With a FRMAD, different microwave functions should be realized in one physical structure, which involves

an iterative process of balancing functional compromises to reach a satisfactory design. For the example

used in the paper, some design targets of the antenna and the filter are irreconcilable.
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For both the antenna and filter functions, the alternative operating frequency bands of 5G communication

and microwave imaging (MI), 4.4 GHz (5G), 3.7 GHz (5G), and 3.1 GHz (MI), were chosen as the reconfigur-

able center frequency points. First, the desired performance of each microwave function should be defined

and analyzed. The performance metrics should be ranked in the order of importance to the intended appli-

cation. In this manuscript, the priority ranking of the performance metrics are: the center working frequency

point of the antenna, the 1st reconfigurable working frequency point of the filter, the realized gain of the

antenna array, the 2nd reconfigurable working frequency point of the filter, and finally the bandwidth of

the filter. For antenna array functions, the center frequency point is 4.4 GHz, and the gain is higher than

1.5 dBi. For the filter functions, the center frequency point can be reconfigured to 4.4, 3.7, and 3.1 GHz

by using different modes. The insertion loss of the filter is required to be smaller than 3 dB, and the frac-

tional bandwidth (FBW) is required to be about 5%.

A 2 3 2 array of BBBs is used to construct the FRMAD, as plotted in Figures 2A and 2B. As seen in

Figures 2C–2F, phase transition of VO2 is controlled by heating power to realize different functional

devices through finite element simulation. The simulation results show that the proper heating power

is crucial. If the heating power is too small, the VO2 cannot change into metal state, while if the heat-

ing power is too large, heat will diffuse to other switch areas to affect the phase transformation of

other switches. Therefore, the appropriate heating power is used to individually control the phase

transformation of each switch to achieve a multi-functional device. Optimized initial dimensions for

the FRMAD can be obtained by following the design steps. Then, the reconfigurable array device

can be modeled in the commercial 3D electromagnetic field analysis software high-frequency struc-

ture simulator (HFSS) by Ansys to evaluate each configuration comprehensively. There are two sets

of material parameters necessary to describe the properties of the VO2 thin film corresponding to

the phase state before the transition (conductivity: 950 S/m) and the phase state after the transition

(conductivity: 1.1 3 106 S/m). The fully optimized dimensions are listed in Figure 2G. As shown in
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Figure 1. Physical properties of VO2

(A) The hysteresis loop of the conductivity of VO2 on sapphire substrate with phase changing between the monoclinic

phase and tetragonal phase.

(B) A comparison of the transmission loss, S21 (per mm), of the microstrip transmission line using a VO2 thin film before

(low conductivity) and after (high conductivity) the phase transition.

(C) The relationship between voltage and resistance at different process temperatures.

(D) The relationship between temperature and resistance at different gas flow ratios.
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Figure 2H, varying the phase of different VO2 units will lead to different RF electric field distributions,

resulting in different, reconfigurable microwave functions. VO2 crystal lattice at monoclinic crystal state

is represented by ‘‘Low’’ state. The VO2 crystal lattice at tetragonal crystal state is represented by

‘‘High’’ state. Switching between various microwave configurations is realized by local control of the

phase of eight VO2 interconnect switches, labeled V5 to V12, and four VO2 multifunctional matching

& perturbation units, labeled V1 to V4.

A B

C D

E F

G

H

Figure 2. Thermal control of reconfigurable devices

(A) The key dimensions of the array device.

(B) The configuration diagram of the 2 3 2 array device based on the BBBs. Label V1–V4 are multifunctional VO2 units for matching and perturbation. Label

V5–V12 are VO2 switches.

(C–F) Different device functions are realized by temperature controlling the phase transition of VO2.

(G) Physical dimensions of the demonstrative functional reconfigurable.

(H)The combination of different working state VO2 units and the corresponding RF electric field distribution.
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Design method of the functionally reconfigurable microwave array device

As a reusable element, the design of the BBB should strike an appropriate balance among each recon-

figurable microwave function as a reconfigurable narrowband antenna array and filter. The rectangular

microstrip patch was chosen as the foundation of the BBB to fulfill the antenna and filter functions.

Alternatively, for a demonstration of wideband microwave devices, a gap, coupled microstrip lines,

or other non-resonant circuit structures could be used as the BBB. In our experiments, it was found

that the amplitude of the VO2 film conductivity swing could reach 1.2 3 103 S/m on single-crystal sap-

phire (Lee et al., 2018; Ha et al., 2013), which was chosen as the microwave dielectric substrate. Nor-

mally, a thicker substrate is helpful to antenna performance although unfavorable to filter performance

(Li and Chen, 2018; Balanis, 2005). There are three alternative thickness of the sapphire substrate 254,

510, and 762 mm. To balance antenna gain and filter insertion loss, the substrate thickness was chosen

to be 510 mm.

The microwave performance (resonance frequency, radiation pattern, and EM coupling) of the rectangular

microstrip patch has been analyzed by using the theory of characteristic modes (Wu et al., 2021; Kumar and

Khanna, 2020). The radiation performance of the patch antenna is mainly dependent on the dominant

mode, TM01. To realize the working frequency point 4.4 GHz of the antenna function, the length Lp of

the rectangle patch is first calculated to 10 mm according to the antenna Equations (1) and (2). The 1st re-

configurable working frequency of the filter function is fixed in 4.4 GHz unselectively. Then, the widthWp of

the rectangular patch is calculated to 12 mm according to the TM10 resonator equation to ensure the 2nd

reconfigurable working frequency point of the filter function is at 3.7 GHz (Drozd and Joines, 1998). The

bandwidth of the patch antenna is not considered as a constraint in the design although it also is affected

by Wp.

The reconfigurable filter with center frequency f03 = 3.1 GHz will be realized by using perturbation VO2 unit

that will be described in detail in the section D.

Lp =
c

2f
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
εeff

p � 2DL (Equation 1)

DL = 0:412h
ðεeff + 0:3Þ

�
Wp

h + 0:264
�

ðεeff � 0:258Þ
�
Wp

h + 0:8
� (Equation 2)

In which, εeff is the equivalent dielectric constant and h is the thickness of the sapphire substrate.

Once the basic sizes of the BBBs are fixed, the BBBs are combined which introduces additional trade-offs.

To improve the reconfigurable performance of the microwave passive device, the FRMAD using a 2 3 2

array of BBBs was constructed as shown in Figure 2A. One of the crucial parameters in the design of the

array device is the pitch S between two adjacent BBBs. The pitch greatly affects both the performance

of the antenna array function and filter function and therefore should be determined with consideration

of both microwave functions.

Generally, for antenna arrays, a larger value of pitch between BBBs will increase the antenna aperture and

enhance the radiation gain. However, an excessive pitch will induce grating lobes in the radiation pattern.

The upper limit of pitch is calculated by using Equation (3) in which N is the number of BBBs and l is the

wavelength. In contrast, reducing the pitch will lower the radiation gain. The gain curve of each antenna

array function with respect to pitch S is depicted in Figure 3E.

dmax<
l

2

��
1 � 1

N

��
(Equation 3)

When the four BBBs are used as an antenna array, an appropriate distance S between the BBBs is able to

enlarge the radiation aperture, which will improve the gain of the antenna array. However, the larger dis-

tance will reduce the capacitive coupling between the BBBs, which will affect the performance of the patch

filter function. The inductive transmission microstrip line between the BBBs to offset the magnitude of this

compromise to a certain extent was introduced (Dhwaj et al., 2018; Hong, 2011). The trade-offs between the

two functions are shown in Figures 3E–3H. Based on the comprehensive evaluation above for the antenna

array function and microstrip patch filter function, we set the pitch to S = 4 mm.
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Because the planar configuration of the filter with center frequency of 4.4 and 3.7 GHz is symmetric to the

vertical central line and horizontal central line of the patch, respectively, the coupling between the two

modes TM01/TM10 can be neglected. The equivalent circuit of the double resonance units formed by adja-

cent BBB pairs is shown in Figures 3A and 3B. The energy transmission coefficients with respect to the con-

nected BBBs via microstrip lines are shown in Figures 3F–3H.

On account of the low gain and efficiency caused in part by the sapphire substrate’s high dielectric constant

of 11.5, we preferred to widen the BBB pitch to increase the antenna array gain. Meanwhile, a 0.45 mm

width microstrip line was used to connect adjacent BBBs to compensate for the compromised coupling co-

efficient and improve filtering performance measured by the FBW and insertion loss. In the following

design, the VO2microstrip line switches are used to control the binary connection (connected for filter func-

tions, disconnected for antenna array functions) between adjacent BBBs.

Once the design of the BBB array is fixed, the next step is to design the impedance matching circuit to con-

nect each BBB to a 50 U adapter. As the BBB operating band is narrow, a quarter-wave impedance trans-

former was chosen to use, which is compact and effective for impedancematching in this application (Dong

et al., 2020). The impedances at the access points in the center of the long and short sides of the BBB are

140 and 130 U, respectively. The corresponding line widths of the quarter-wave transformers are 0.4 and

0.38 mm, respectively. On account of edge effects, the quarter-wave transformers alone are unable to pro-

vide adequate feedlines for the antenna function. To enhance matching performance, an adjustable VO2

trench is etched into the long side of the BBBs. The radiation pattern of the 23 2 microstrip patch antenna

array can be calculated by feeding the four input ports as shown in Figures 3J and 3K.

Connections to the BBBs to configure the FRMAD as either an antenna array or a microstrip patch filter are

controlled by VO2 microstrip line switches. When the BBB is used in the antenna configuration, due to the

edge effects of electromagnetic field, the quarter-wave transformer alone cannot enhance the return loss

to an acceptable level alone. Typically, a rectangular trench will be etched onto the microstrip patch to

improve the impedance matching (Jaiswal et al., 2019). In this article, rectangular multifunctional VO2

film segments were used to act in place of a trench etched into the microstrip patch to trim the impedance

match. In addition, the multifunctional VO2 film trench also acts as a perturbation unit for the filter function.

When the BBB is configured to a microstrip patch filter, a perturbation unit is activated on the BBB to adjust

the characteristic mode of the BBB. Consequently, the performance of the filter can be reconfigured by ad-

justing the perturbation unit.

In this design, the impedance matching VO2 trenches mentioned above also act as adjustable perturbation

units to reconfigure the performance of the microwave filter function (Zhou et al., 2017). As the 3rd filter

function has 3.1 GHz center frequency point, which is neither independent TM01 or TM10 resonance

mode, the coupling coefficient between the odd mode and even mode by using perturbation should be

enhanced (Gorur, 2004). Being different from the 1st reconfigurable filter function (4.4 GHz) and 2nd recon-

figurable filter function (3.7 GHz), the equivalent circuit of the 3rd reconfigurable filter function will add the

extra circuit to equivalent the mutual coupling between TM01 and TM10 mode as shown in Figures 3C and

3D).

The size of the multifunctional VO2 film unit is Lm = 3.5 mm,Wm = 0.5 mm, determined by a comprehensive

consideration of the matching performance and the perturbation influence. Then, the value of the

Figure 3. Design method of the functionally reconfigurable microwave array device

(A) The topology of the 4.4 and 3.7 GHz band-pass filters.

(B) The equivalent circuit of the 4.4 and 3.7 GHz band-pass filter composed of two BBBs.

(C) The topology of the 3.1 GHz band-pass filters.

(D) The equivalent circuit of the 3.1 GHz band-pass filter composed of two BBBs with perturbation.

(E) The radiation gains of the antenna arrays vs. the pitch S between adjacent two BBBs.

(F–H) The transmission coefficient of the two BBBs vs. the pitch S with different line widths (0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9 mm) at 4.4 GHz, at 3.7 GHz, and at 3.1

GHz.

(I) The value of equivalent components of the equivalent circuit and corresponding S-parameters.

(J–K) The radiation patterns of the 2 3 2 microstrip patch antenna array composed of BBBs (Plane YOZ & XOZ).

(L–M) The transmission characteristics of the microstrip line switch based on a VO2 thin film (high conductivity state or low conductivity state) vs. the line

length.
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Figure 4. The fabrication process flow and the experimental test

(A) The single crystal phase sapphire used as the substrate.

(B) E-beam evaporation of a 1.5 mm Cu thin film on both sides of the sapphire substrate. The top Cu layer is patterned with a shadow mask during

evaporation.

(C) A 0.3 mm Au thin film is deposited by E-beam evaporation to cover the top of the Cu thin film on both sides of the sapphire substrate with a mask during

evaporation.

(D) A 0.6 mm VO2 thin film is sputtered locally onto the top side of the sapphire substrate with a shadow mask during sputtering.

(E) A representative optical photograph of the matching & perturbation multifunctional VO2 unit V1 under a microscope.

(F) A representative optical photograph of the VO2 microstrip line switch V8 under a microscope.
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equivalent circuit in Figures 3B and 3D is obtained and the corresponding S-parameters of the microwave

filter configuration are simulated in Figure 3I.

The BBBs used in the antenna array and microstrip patch filter functions are accessed through RF current

switches. Compared to P-I-N switches, the VO2 film microstrip line switches have on-off functionality in the

widely different conductivites of the available VO2 phases. The VO2 film RF switch can be conformal to the

Cu microstrip line through E-beam deposition, which reduces the parasitic electromagnetic effects. Mean-

while, the risk of signal crosstalk could be reduced bymeans of temperature-control. As shown in Figure 3B,

V5, V6, V7, V8, V9, V10, V11, and V12 are VO2 thin film microstrip line switches. The RF current flow can be re-

distributed by altering the switch state combinations.

Serving as RF switches, the core performance metrics of the VO2 line switches are the insertion loss in the

on-state and isolation in the off-state. The shorter the VO2 line switch is, the lower the insertion loss will be,

which benefits gain and efficiency. The high conductivity state is the on state while the low conductivity

state is the off state. The length of the VO2 microstrip lines Lv also demand the consideration of trade-

offs between insert loss (in the on state) and isolation (in the off state). The simulated transmission losses

when the VO2 is in the on- and off-states are shown in Figures 3L and 3M. More long VO2 microstrip line is

good for EM isolation (R20dB) while is disadvantage to the insertion loss (%0.3dB@4.4 GHz). The length of

the VO2 microstrip line Lv was set to 0.35 mm to maximize the joint performances of the microstrip patch

filter and antenna array configurations. Compared to conventional PIN diode switches, the VO2 microstrip

line reduces parasitic effects and requires no DC bias.

The fabrication process and test environment

In this work, a single-crystal sapphire wafer was used as the substrate to achieve the desired VO2 phase

transition characteristics as shown in Figure 4A. The VO2 thin film was deposited by direct-current magne-

tron sputtering with a high-purity vanadium target. The growth pressure, Ar/O2 gas flow, DC power, and

temperature were 11.46 mTorr, 60/40 sccm, 200 W, and 550�C–700�C, respectively.

In consideration of compatibility with standard microwave integrated circuit processing, Cu was used as the

primary conduction material, deposited by electron-beam (E-beam) evaporation. Shown in Figure 4B, the

back side of the sapphire substrate was completely covered by a Cu layer with a thickness of 1.5 mm to act

as the electrical ground. On the front side, a Cu layer was patterned to form the rigid circuit of the functionally

reconfigurable device. To achieve a high-quality electrical connection between the SMA connectors and the

microstrip transmission lines, a gold (Au) thin film with a thickness of 0.3 mmwas deposited by E-beam evapo-

ration to fully cover the surface of the Cu layer on both sides of the device as shown in Figure 4C. VO2 thin film

units, eachwith a thickness of�0.6 mmwere then sputtered locally onto the sapphire substrate as shown in Fig-

ure 4D. A shadow mask was designed and used to cover the top side of the device during sputtering.

An optical image of the fabricated FRMAD is shown in Figure 4G with all input and output microstrip ter-

minals connected to SMA connectors. A representative multifunctional VO2matching & perturbation unit is

shown in Figures 4E and 4A representative VO2 interconnect switch is shown in Figure 4F, both as observed

under an optical microscope. Using a shadow mask to pattern the VO2 thin film during sputtering deposi-

tion unfavorably enlarged the boundary of the VO2 film so that the actual widths of the films are larger than

the design value. This process deviation takes blame for the minor discrepancy between the designed and

the measured microwave electrical performance. Patterning the VO2 thin film with photoresist rather than

using a shadow mask could improve process accuracy. Figure 4H shows the far field-testing scene of the

antenna functions. It should be noted that for the antenna functions testing, there is no VO2 film unit phase

transition, so the additional heating cover is not required.

To locally control the phase of the VO2 thin films units, a flat expanded polystyrene (EPS) substrate and

heat-conducting silicone (isolator) overlying the VO2 units were used (note that antenna function doesn’t

Figure 4. Continued

(G) The assembled functionally reconfigurable array device.

(H) The apparatus for far field testing of the antenna array.

(I) The plan view of the device with EPS and external current control panel for filter functions testing.

(J) The view of the plane thermal imaging with no directional heating.

(K) The view of the plane thermal imaging with directional heating of V2, V4, V11, and V12 for the 4.4 GHz filter function.
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require any phase transition of the VO2). As shown in Figure 4I, there were 4 rectangular windows and 8

small rectangular windows on the EPS which correspond to the positions of the VO2 units on the device.

The heat-conducting silicone was packed into the windows and solidified.

The thin copper wires on the EPS were used as DC current controlled heating sources for each window/sil-

icone pair. The temperature of the windows was monitored by infrared thermometry, ensuring that the

phase transition of the VO2 thin films would be triggered on demand. As the relative dielectric constant

of expanded polystyrene is�1.2, and the thin copper wire elements do not contact the device, the parasitic

effects introduced by the heating setup are negligible. The temperature distribution of the plane is moni-

tored by thermal imaging camera as shown in Figures 4J and 4K.

Result analysis

To test the functionality of themicrowave filter configuration, the input and output ports were connected to

two ports of a calibrated Keysight N5242A PNA-X. To test the functionality of the antenna array configura-

tion, an RF signal was generated at one port of the Keysight N5242A and transmitted with a power of 10

dBm. Then, the RF signal was amplified to 30 dBm by a microwave power amplifier and radiated by a

horn antenna. The functionally reconfigurable array device under testing, configured to act as receiving an-

tenna, was placed 3 m away from the horn antenna and rotated with a motor over a 360� angle in order to

vary the angle of incidence q of the RF radiation on the receiving antenna in the XOZ-plane and the YOZ-

planes. A comparison between the simulated and measured performance metrics of each EM function is

shown in Figures 5, 6, and 7.

As shown in Figures 5A–5D, in the first configuration, as a 2 3 2 antenna array, the realized gain of the an-

tenna was measured at over 2.85 dBi. Since the return loss curves of the four ports show good consistency,

one of them was taken, S55, for general demonstration and to represent the group. The measured S55 was

lower than�14 dB at 4.4 GHz. Defining the plane seen from a top view as in Figure 2A as the XOY-plane, at

4.4 GHz, the 3-dB lobe width was greater than 58� and 60� on the YOZ-plane and XOZ-plane, respectively.

A B

C D

Figure 5. The performance of the 2 3 2 antenna array configuration

(A) The S11 of one of the identical four ports.

(B) The realized gain of the 2 3 2 antenna array configuration.

(C) The far field radiation pattern in the XOZ-plane.

(D) The YOZ-plane at 4.4 GHz.
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In the second configuration, as a filter, BBB-1 and BBB-2 are used to assemble a 2 3 1 antenna array fed at

ports 2 and 5. Meanwhile, BBB-3 and BBB-4 are connected along the Y axis in series by the VO2 line switches

V11 and V12, input at port 1 and output at port 6. As shown in Figures 6A and 6B, the center frequency is 4.4

GHz with a bandwidth of 310 MHz and return loss greater than 11 dB in the bandwidth. The insertion loss is

smaller than 2.2 dB and the stopband suppression is more than 15 dB at 500 MHz away from the center

frequency point. The basic performance metrics of the 2 3 1 microstrip patch antenna array are shown

in Figures 6C and 6D. The return loss is more than 15 dB at 4.4 GHz and the realized gain was 2.8 dBi.

The radiation patterns of the patch microstrip antenna array in the XOZ-plane and the YOZ-plane are

shown in Figures 6E and 6F. As the two BBBs are arranged along the Y axis, the 3-dB beam width is about

56� in the YOZ-plane and 92� in the XOZ-plane.

In the third configuration, BBB-2 and BBB-3 are used to assemble a 13 2 antenna array fed at ports 5 and 6.

Meanwhile, BBB-1 and BBB-4 are connected along the X axis in series by VO2 line switches V9 and V10, input

A B

C D

E F

Figure 6. The performance of the 2 3 1 antenna array function and the longitudinal double cascade microstrip

patch filter function

(A) The return loss of the input/output port of the filter.

(B) The transmission loss of the microwave pass-band filter.

(C) The loss of the two feed ports of the antenna array.

(D) The realized gain of the 2 3 1 antenna array configuration.

(E) The far field radiation pattern in the XOZ-plane.

(F) The YOZ-plane of the 2 3 1 antenna array configuration at 4.4 GHz.
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A B

C D

E F

G H

Figure 7. The performance of the 1 3 2 antenna array function and the transverse double cascade microstrip

patch filter function

(A) The return loss of the input/output port of the filter when the VO2 units V3 and V4 are in the high conductivity state.

(B) The transmission loss of the microwave pass-band filter when the VO2 units V3 and V4 are in the high conductivity state.

(C) The loss at two of the feeding ports of the antenna array.

(D) The realized gain of the 1 3 2 antenna array function.

(E) The far field radiation pattern in the XOZ-plane.

(F) The YOZ-plane of the 2 3 1 antenna array configuration at 4.4 GHz.

(G) The return loss of the input and output ports of the filter when the VO2 units V3 and V4 are in the low conductivity state.

(H) The transmission loss of the microwave pass-band filter when the VO2 units V3 and V4 are in the low conductivity state.
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at port 3 and output at port 8. With the multifunctional VO2 units V3 and V4 having undergone a phase

transition, as shown in Figures 7A and 7B, the center frequency is 3.7 GHz with a bandwidth of 390 MHz

and the return loss is greater than 12 dB in the bandwidth. The insertion loss is smaller than 1.8 dB in

the bandwidth and the passband suppression is more than 10 dB, 500 MHz away from the center frequency

point. The performancemetrics of the 13 2microstrip patch antenna array are shown in Figures 7C and 7D.

The return loss is more than 13 dB and the realized gain is 1.8 dBi at 4.4 GHz. The radiation patterns in the

XOZ-plane and the YOZ-plane of the patch microstrip antenna array are shown in Figures 7E and 7F. As

the two BBBs are arranged along the X axis, the 3-dB beam width is about 98� in the YOZ-plane and 62�

in the XOZ-plane.

In the fourth configuration, the input and output ports are identical to those in the third configuration except

that the phase of themultifunctional VO2 units V3 and V4 differ. In this configuration, V3 and V4 are in the low

conductivity state, inducing the perturbation effect on the performance of the microstrip patch filter as

shown in Figures 7G and 7H. The center frequency is 3.1 GHz with a bandwidth of 500 MHz. The return

loss is more than 10 dB in the bandwidth. The insertion loss is smaller than 3.0 dB in the bandwidth and

the stopband suppression is more than 15 dB 500 MHz away from the center frequency. The basic perfor-

mance of the 1 3 2 microstrip patch antenna array remains like that of the third operating mode. The

manufacturing process has a great influence on the result of our final experiment. Performance can be opti-

mized by improving the conductance of VO2 of phase transition. In order to verify the repeatability of the

design and fabrication method, other two samples with the same design were fabricated and measured,

and the performance is compared and summarized in Section 3 in the supplemental information.

It has been shown that the performance metrics of each EM function meet basic requirements, meaning

that the intended independently operating functions are able to be realized through the same device by

adjusting the phase state of the VO2 thin film units without reconstructing the device’s physical structure.

Small discrepancies between the simulated results and the measured data were observed, and can be

attributed to the manual soldering of the SMA connectors and the unexpected shape and thickness vari-

ations of the VO2 thin film units caused by imperfect masking during the manufacturing of these units. The

performance of the FRMAD is compared with the published literature in Tables 1 and 2. It can be seen that

the main properties of the FRMAD are not declined obviously.

System-level applications

An innovative configuration of the front-end circuit is described as shown in Figure 8. Due to the function-

ally reconfiguration of the FRMAD, the microwave link can be recombined to suitable for multipurpose

Table 1. The comparison of the performance with some published literature about reconfigurable filters

Ref. Working Freq. (GHz) Insert loss. (Max) Relative Bandwidth Other Functions

(Yang et al., 2020) 3.75–4 2.6dB 12% NO

(Sumana et al., 2021) 1.60–2.27 4.2dB 6% NO

(Chen and Chu, 2016) 0.98–1.22/1.63–1.95 4dB 5% NO

(Maragheh et al., 2019) 1.8–2.5 3.2dB 4% NO

(Song et al., 2019) 0.95–1.35 5.6dB 15% NO

This work 3.1–4.4 2.8dB 8% YES

Table 2. The comparison of the performance with some published literature about reconfigurable antennas

Ref. Working Freq. (GHz) Peak Gain HPBW Other Functions

(Anantha et al., 2017) 4.65–4.96 6.63dBi 92�/85� NO

(Li et al., 2020) 4.9–5.55 7dBi 90�/60� NO

(Prakash et al., 2021) 2.45 4dBi 110�/65� NO

(Zainarry et al., 2018) 2.15–2.38 8.5dBi 50�/42� NO

(Boukarkar et al., 2018) 2.35–3.43 4.3dBi 70�/60� NO

This work 4.31–4.52 2.85dBi 58�/60� YES
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system. For interference-resistant communication, the FRMAD can be reconfigured as a cascade band-

pass filter, which has a more selective Tx and Rx frequency spectrum. For a transceiver time sharing circuit

with both uplink and downlink capability, the FRMAD can be divided into two band-pass filters with

different center operating frequency points. For a MIMO application, the FRMAD can be reconfigured

partly as a band-pass filter used in Tx access and partly as a 2 3 1 antenna used in Rx access. The corre-

sponding frequency spectrum shows that the Tx access has filtered the undesired frequencies and the

Rx access has the expected reception pattern. For a microwave imaging system, the FRMAD could act

as a 2 3 2 antenna array with Rx access, which could scan the beam more accurate.

Figure 8. The potential transformative applications of the FRMAD in an RF front-end T/R circuit

The microwave-link can be reconstructed enabled by the reconcilable functions of the FRMAD.
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It is true that the proposed reconfigurable microwave links based on the FRMAD can be realized by sepa-

rate microwave devices, the main advantages of the FRMAD are summarized as follows:

1. Implementing FRMADs can reduce the number and variety of microwave devices purchased and

used by systems designers as the same FRMAD are reusable across varying systems. The FRMAD

can be used as two or more devices such as an antenna and filter as shown in Figure 8. For example,

one FRMAD can be configured to serve in four types of microwave links in different applications. If

the four types of the microwave links are realized by conventional separate devices, the types and

number of the microwave devices will turn over a few times.

2. FRMADsmake the operation and maintenance of microwave systems more efficient and convenient.

As the FRMAD has multiple functions, a single type of FRMAD can replace a variety of malfunctioning

devices in the field.

Conclusion and discussion

A thermal-controlled phase transition-enabled EM functionally reconfigurable 2 3 2 microwave array de-

vice is demonstrated by utilizing sputtered VO2 thin film segments on a sapphire substrate. By thermal con-

trolling the phase of the VO2 microstrip line switches, which in turn modulates the switch conductivity, the

rectangular patch BBBs can be flexibly reconfigured to function as an antenna array, frequency reconfigur-

able band-pass filter, or hybrid device with reconfigurable antenna and filter combined performance.

Meanwhile, the feed line matching characteristics of the antenna, the bandpass of the filter can be opti-

mized by adjusting the VO2 multifunctional units. By carefully reconfiguring the EM functionality in time

by varying the phase of the VO2 units, the number of passive devices in a system including the present

FRMAD can be reduced. Compared to the conventional understanding of reconfigurability, the concept

of functional reconfigurability proposed in this paper demonstrates an expansion in generality to address

the ever-present and increasingly urgent need to realize compact device footprints while concurrently

improving the performance of high-frequency electronic devices and systems.

The reconfigurable performance can be enhanced with larger array scale and more VO2 film. In order to

implement the FRMAD in practical application, optimization on the performance of each microwave func-

tion is needed as well as the improvement of phase transition method such as using infrared light instead of

heat.

Limitations of the study

The performance of the device is limited by the growth quality of VO2 film. In this paper, the resistivity

change ratio of VO2 film grown by DC magnetron sputtering can reach the 3rd power, and according to

the literature, it can reach the 5th power. The higher the change rate, the better the performance of the

device.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

The electrical performance of the device was simulated by High Frequency Structure Simulator, and VO2

was fabricated by magnetron sputtering method.

METHOD DETAILS

Simulation of device

The reconfigurable array device was modeled in the commercial 3D electromagnetic field analysis software

High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS) by Ansys. HFSS frequency domain solver is used in this paper.

The simulation frequency is in the range of 2-3 GHz from the center frequency of antenna and filter. The

simulation calculation step is 0.02 GHz. There are two sets of material parameters necessary to describe

the properties of the VO2 thin film corresponding to the phase state before the transition (conductivity:

950 S/m) and the phase state after the transition (conductivity: 1.1 3 106 S/m). The S parameter can be

directly extracted according to the port number as shown in Figure 2B.

Fabrication of VO2

Ar and O2 are charged into the vacuum and gas discharge is produced under strong electric field, which

produces high-energy ions and shoots toward vanadium target (Ar: O2 = 90:10). The accelerated ion bom-

bards the vanadium target, bombards the atoms of the vanadium target, and obtains the deposited ma-

terial, which is deposited on the substrate and condensed into a VO2 film.

Test of device

The reconfigurable array device was tested by vector network analyzer (for filter) and Microwave anechoic

chamber (for antenna). The microwave anechoic chamber adopts the method of near-field testing. The

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER
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ANSYS ANSYS. Co., LTD https://www.ansys.com/zh-cn

Other

Vanadium Nanjing Special Gas Plant Co. LTD RRID:SCR_008218; http://www.njtq.cn/m/

product/

Oxygen Nanjing Special Gas Plant Co. LTD RRID:SCR_008218; http://www.njtq.cn/m/

product/

Argon Gas Nanjing Special Gas Plant Co. LTD RRID:SCR_008218; http://www.njtq.cn/m/

product/
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system consists of three parts: mechanical scanning frame with optical measurement subsystem, radio fre-

quency subsystem and automatic control system. The RF subsystem is usually connected to a probe by a

microwave receiver (such as a spectrum analyzer and a vector network analyzer), which moves on the plane

in front of the antenna under computer control and collects the electric field strength.

There are two methods of gain testing: comparative and direct. In the comparison method, the reference

antenna is the standard gain horn, and in the direct method, the reference antenna is the probe. We used

the comparative method to measure the gain, which is to compare the far-field receiving level of the an-

tenna under test with the receiving level of the standard antenna under the same conditions, and the dif-

ference between the two is the difference of its gain.

Filter was tested by using a vector network analyzer with the upper limit of the measurement frequency of

49.5 GHz (R&S (Rohde & Schwarz) ZNA 43–44). The measurement port model is ZV-Z229. The S parameter

can be directly measured by vector network analyzer.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The simulation data is produced by ANSYS HFSS software. Figures shown in the main text were produced

by Origin and Microsoft PowerPoint from the raw data.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Any additional information about the simulation and data reported in this paper is available from the lead

contact on request.
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